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About this property
 

Apartment for rent in Xaisettha district,
Vientiane capital
Wegofa is pleased to present this next offer coming
from Xaisettha district, Vientiane capital. This
apartment with a good condition which is ready to
move in!
The location of the apartment allows you to enjoy
nice views to the village. The distance to the center
of the city is not far and the village itself offers you
some market, shop, restaurant, bank, hotel, hospital
and school which are suitable for living. This
apartment is easily accessible by the good road.
This property has living area of 28sq.m and features
the kitchen, a bedroom and a bathroom.
The entrance on the ground floor leads to the
bedroom which is on bedroom provides some
privacy. The house is newly renovated and
apparently it can be a rewarding object of
investment, as it is very well-maintained and does
not require any repair works which is ready to move
in! The nice style of the apartment follows the
beautiful bedrooms and neatly landscaped
courtyard. This property has some space for parking
your vehicle. This property is also suitable for living,
as it has been carefully planned and provides all the
necessary conditions air conditioning, electric hot
water, water supply, TV - sat, DSL - internet,
balcony, microwave, refrigerator and furnishings.
How to rent the property?
If you like the property and decide to rent it, we will
be able to prepare a rental agreement with the
landlord and present it for approval and signature by
both parties. Please contact the responsible estate
agent for more information on the procedure for
renting the property as it may vary between long-
term, short-term and seasonal rents.
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If you are an agent:
Call: +856 20 2389 9999
Email: orders@wegofa.com
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